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Abstract

**IMPORTANCE** The number of drugs approved through the accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization pathways has increased with unclear evidence of their therapeutic value.

**OBJECTIVES** To assess the therapeutic value of drug indications granted accelerated approval in the US or conditional marketing authorization in the European Union (EU) overall and for cancer indications.

**DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS** This cohort study used the public databases of the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency to identify all drugs (initial and supplemental indications) granted accelerated approval in the US or conditional marketing authorization (initial indications only) in the EU between January 1, 2007, and December 31, 2021. Therapeutic value ratings were obtained from national health authorities in Germany, France, and Canada.

**MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES** Descriptive statistics were used to assess the proportion of accelerated approvals and conditional marketing authorizations overall and for cancer vs noncancer indications rated as having high added therapeutic value.

**RESULTS** The cohort included 146 drug indications (94 first indications, 52 supplemental indications) in the US and 58 (all first indications) in the EU. Most drugs were approved for cancer (122 [83.6%] in the US; 40 [69.0%] in the EU). Therapeutic value ratings were available for 90 drug indications (61.6%) in the US and 56 (96.6%) in the EU. Overall, 35 drug indications granted accelerated approval (38.9%) and 21 granted conditional marketing authorization (37.5%) had high added therapeutic value in the US and EU, respectively, at the time of approval. The proportions of indications rated as having high added therapeutic value were 36.0% (27 of 75) for cancer vs 53.3% (8 of 15) for noncancer indications in the US and 30.8% (12 of 39) for cancer vs 52.9% (9 of 17) for noncancer indications in the EU.

**CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE** In this cohort study, among new drug indications approved through the accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization pathways in the US and Europe from 2007 to 2021, 38.9% and 37.5%, respectively, demonstrated high therapeutic value. A substantially lower proportion of cancer indications than noncancer indications were rated as having high therapeutic value. Policy makers and regulators should increase enforcement of timely postapproval study completion for drugs qualifying for these pathways.

**Key Points**

**Question** What is the therapeutic value of new drug indications granted accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization in the US and Europe?

**Findings** In this cohort study of 146 drugs, 39% of indications granted accelerated approval and 38% granted conditional marketing authorization were rated as having high added therapeutic value. This proportion was lower for cancer indications than for noncancer indications.

**Meaning** The findings suggest that regulators should enforce timely postapproval study completion and review the validity of surrogate measures used to support accelerated approvals.
Introduction

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) created the accelerated approval pathway in 1992 to speed approval of drugs for serious diseases on the basis of surrogate end points “reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit.” The use of accelerated approval has increased over the past years, particularly for cancer drugs. In 2020, 53% of cancer drugs were approved by the FDA through accelerated approval. The comparable pathway in the European Union (EU) is conditional marketing authorization, which was implemented in 2006. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) only grants conditional marketing authorization to first (and not supplemental) indications. Another notable difference is the time limitation of conditional marketing authorization, which must be renewed annually with an application and interim report on outstanding study obligations.

In recent years, there has been considerable controversy about accelerated approval. One key example was the FDA’s accelerated approval of aducanumab, an amyloid beta-targeted monoclonal antibody approved after clinical trials showed unclear therapeutic value for patients. In contrast to the FDA, the EMA concluded that the benefits of aducanumab did not outweigh its risks and recommended refusing marketing authorization. The manufacturer eventually withdrew its application in April 2022.

Prior studies have found that fewer than one-third of new drugs approved by the FDA and EMA were rated by independent health technology assessment organizations as having a high added therapeutic value compared with existing treatments. The results also indicated that drugs approved through expedited pathways were more likely than nonexpedited drugs to be rated as having a high therapeutic value. However, the added therapeutic value of drugs approved through accelerated approval and conditional marketing authorization pathways and differences between the FDA and EMA programs are unclear. In this cohort study, we assessed the therapeutic value of drug indications granted accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization, focusing on differences between those indicated for cancer vs noncancer conditions.

Methods

We used the FDA’s and EMA’s public databases to identify all drugs (for initial and supplemental indications) granted accelerated approval in the US or conditional marketing authorization (for initial indications only) in the EU between January 1, 2007, and December 31, 2021. We also identified all drugs that were granted temporary authorization in Switzerland, an approval pathway equivalent to the conditional marketing authorization that was introduced in 2019. This study followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline for cohort studies. The study was deemed exempt from institutional review board approval because it used public, nonidentifiable data and did not constitute human participants research.

We obtained therapeutic value ratings from German (Federal Joint Committee), French (National Authority for Health), and Canadian (Human Drug Advisory Panel) health technology assessment agencies, which assess added therapeutic value of new medicines compared with existing therapies. As in prior studies, ratings of moderate or greater added therapeutic value by at least 1 agency were defined as high. We also reviewed any reevaluations of ratings conducted and published as of May 2022.

Statistical Analysis

Using descriptive analysis, we assessed the proportion of accelerated approvals and conditional marketing authorizations overall and for cancer vs noncancer indications that were rated as having high therapeutic added value. Analyses were conducted using R, version 4.1.0 (R Project for Statistical Computing).
Results

From 2007 to 2021, 146 drug indications (94 first indications, 52 supplemental indications) were granted accelerated approval by the FDA and 58 (all first indications) received conditional marketing authorization by the EMA, with use of both pathways increasing over time (Figure). Most of these approved indications targeted cancer (122 [83.6%] in the US; 40 [69.0%] in the EU). In Switzerland, 13 drug indications (all first indications only) were granted temporary authorization. As of December 2021, 48 accelerated approvals (32.9%) and 21 conditional marketing authorizations (35.0%) were converted to regular approval.

Figure. Trends in Accelerated Approval and Conditional Marketing Approvals From 2007 to 2021

A, Total drug indications granted accelerated approval and conditional marketing authorization in the US and Europe. B, Proportion of drugs (first indications) granted accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization among total approved drugs. C, Proportion of cancer drugs (first indications) granted accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization among total approved cancer drugs.

EMA indicates European Medicines Agency; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration.
Of the 146 drug indications granted accelerated approval, 33 (22.6%) were also conditionally approved in the EU. Fifty-four (37%) were granted regular approval, 2 (1.4%) were approved through an expedited pathway, 5 (3.4%) were refused, 3 (2%) had applications withdrawn, and 49 (33.6%) were still under review or had not been submitted to the EMA. Of the 58 drug indications conditionally approved in the EU, most (33 [56.9%]) were also granted accelerated approval; 14 (24.1%) were granted at least 1 expedited review program (but not accelerated approval), 4 (6.9%) were approved through the regular pathway, 2 (3.4%) were refused, and 5 (8.7%) were still under review or had not been submitted to the FDA by the end of our data collection process.

In the US, the number of indications granted accelerated approval increased after 2013 (Figure). Almost all supplemental indications (50 of 52 [96.2%]) were approved for treatment of cancer, with 2 drugs (nivolumab and pembrolizumab) accounting for more than half of these supplemental approvals (26 of 52 [50.0%]). In the EU, a slower annual increase in drugs granted conditional marketing authorization was observed (Figure).

Therapeutic value ratings were available for 90 drug indications (61.6%) in the US and 56 in the EU (96.6%). Thirty-five accelerated approvals (38.9%) and 21 conditional marketing authorizations (37.5%) were rated as having high added therapeutic value in the US and EU, respectively, at the time of approval (Table). The proportions of drug indications rated as having high added therapeutic value were 36.0% (27 of 75) for cancer vs 53.3% (8 of 15) for noncancer indications in the US and 30.8% (12 of 39) for cancer vs 52.9% (9 of 17) for noncancer indications in the EU. Therapeutic value ratings were available for 11 drug indications (84.6%) in Switzerland, with 1 drug indication (9.0%) rated highly.

When including reevaluations of therapeutic value ratings based on postapproval evidence until December 2017, 36 drugs in the US (40.0%) and 22 in the EU (39.2%) had high added therapeutic value. When focusing only on first indications granted accelerated approval in the US or conditional marketing authorization in the EU, 37.7% (23 of 61) in the US and 37.5% (21 of 56) in the EU were rated as having high therapeutic value. Of drugs with initial approvals for cancer indications, 33.3% (16 of 48) in the US had high added therapeutic value compared with 30.8% (12 of 39) in the EU.

Discussion

From 2007 to 2021, the number of new drug indications granted accelerated approval in the US or conditional marketing authorization in the EU increased, with many of these indications approved for the treatment of cancer. However, only 38.9% of drugs granted accelerated approval in the US and 37.5% granted conditional marketing authorization in the EU were rated as providing moderate or greater therapeutic value compared with existing therapies. This proportion was substantially lower for cancer than for other indications.

Table. Characteristics of Drug Indications Granted Accelerated Approval and Conditional Marketing Authorization by the FDA and EMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Therapeutic area</th>
<th>Drug indications, No. (%)</th>
<th>Available therapeutic value rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accelerated approval</td>
<td>Conditional marketing authorization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>146 (100)</td>
<td>58 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antineoplastic</td>
<td>122 (83.6)</td>
<td>40 (69.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-infective</td>
<td>9 (6.2)</td>
<td>8 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood and cardiovascular</td>
<td>8 (5.5)</td>
<td>2 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal</td>
<td>5 (3.4)</td>
<td>6 (10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alimentary and metabolism</td>
<td>2 (1.4)</td>
<td>1 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic hormonal preparations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: EMA, European Medicines Agency; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration.
The value assessments by the German, French, and Canadian health technology assessment agencies serve as a basis for price negotiations and reimbursement in those countries. In addition, the value scores that the agencies assign may help guide physicians and patients in treatment selection. In December 2021, the EU adopted a new regulation to harmonize value assessment of new medicines across the EU starting in 2025, with cancer drugs to be among the first therapies subjected to this centralized assessment. However, the increasing use of accelerated and conditional approval pathways may complicate the work of these health agencies charged with assessing the value of new therapies. Prior studies have highlighted the inherently limited and uncertain evidentiary basis on which many drugs are granted accelerated approval and conditional marketing authorization, with questions about the validity of the surrogate measures and biomarkers used to support such approvals.

Reevaluations of therapeutic value ratings resulted in only 1 indication for the US and EU that was initially considered to have low therapeutic value to be subsequently rated as providing high therapeutic value (ceritinib for treatment of advanced non–small cell lung cancer). This finding is consistent with prior literature indicating that only a fraction of postapproval trials demonstrates superior efficacy compared with outcomes of pivotal trials. Our study findings that many drugs granted accelerated approval or conditional marketing authorization did not appear to offer high added therapeutic value at the time of approval underscore the importance of timely completion of required postapproval studies for drugs and of ensuring that these confirmatory studies test clinically meaningful end points. Our results also support ongoing legislative efforts to reform the accelerated approval pathway. The Food and Drug Amendments of 2022, passed by the US House of Representatives in June 2022, would allow the FDA to require initiation of confirmatory studies before accelerated approval, setting of enrollment targets, and biannual reporting of study progress. The bill would also codify an expedited withdrawal procedure that can be triggered if the sponsor fails to conduct the required postapproval study, the confirmatory study fails to confirm benefit, other evidence demonstrates the product is not safe and effective, or if the sponsor disseminates false or misleading promotional materials.

Limitations
This study has limitations. Therapeutic value ratings were not available for drugs receiving accelerated approval in the US that were not approved in Europe or Canada. A prior study found that drugs approved only in the US and not also in Europe were more likely than drugs approved in both jurisdictions to offer low therapeutic value.

Conclusions
In this cohort study, although an increasing number of new drug indications were approved through the accelerated approval and conditional marketing authorization pathways from 2007 to 2021, most were rated as not providing high added therapeutic value at the time of approval. In some cases, these low ratings might be due to the uncertain nature of the data supporting the drugs approved through these pathways. Policy makers could consider increasing enforcement of timely postapproval study completion and reviewing the validity of surrogate measures used in these approvals.
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